
Probabilistic Perspectives in Feature Selection
Part I: Markov Blankets



Bayesian Networks

Compact way of encoding probability distributions.

Prob. that John would call, given the Alarm is sounding = 0.90.
Prob. that Mary would call, given no Alarm = 0.01.



Bayesian Networks

Your turn!
Probability of a burglary? Probability of an earthquake?
Prob. the Alarm would sound, given an earthquake and no burglar?
Prob. of no Alarm, given an earthquake and a burglar?



Bayesian Networks

Trick Question:
Probability of John calling, given an alarm and an earthquake?
Probability of John calling, given an alarm and no earthquake?



Bayesian Networks

p(john− calls|Alarm = true, Earthquake = true) = 0.90
p(john− calls|Alarm = true, Earthquake = false) = 0.90.

The variable ’john-calls’ is conditionally independent of ’earthquake’,

given knowledge of the ’alarm’ variable.



What do BNs have to do with Feature Selection?

Class label, lung-cancer: YES/NO

11 features: Ω = {X1, ..., X11}.

X1 : patient has yellow fingers?
X2 : ...has anxiety?
X3 : ...smokes?
X4 : ...has experienced peer pressure?
X5 : ...born on an even-numbered day?
X6 : ...has allergies?
X7 : ...has genetic factors for cancer?
X8 : ...has concentration problems?
X9 : ...is coughing?
X10 : ... has fatigue?
X11 : ... recently in car accident?

Some are clearly relevant, some clearly irrelevant.



A Feature Selection Problem

11 features: Ω = {X1, ..., X11}.
1 class label to predict (lung cancer: YES/NO)

Which features do we need?



Learning Bayesian Networks

There exist algorithms to learn a network structure.

Not all distributions can be represented by a Bayesian network!
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Markov Blanket

These features are the ‘Markov Blanket’ of the lung-cancer node.

The parents, the children, and the spouses.



Markov Blanket

The Markov Blanket makes the target node conditionally
independent of all other features.

Just like with the ’john-calls’ and ’earthquake’, once values for the
Markov Blanket are known, the other features can change without
affecting the target.



Markov Blanket

What is the Markov Blanket of node A?
What is the MB of node B?
What is the MB of node E?



Relevance: A Formal Definition (Kohavi & John, 1997)

Define S as the set of all features except Xk.

Strong Relevance: Feature Xk is strongly relevant to Y iff there
exists an assignment of values xk, y, s for which
p(Xk = xk, S = s) > 0 such that

p(Y = y|Xk = xk, S = s) 6= p(Y = y|S = s).

Weak Relevance: Feature Xi is weakly relevant to Y iff it is not
strongly relevant and there exists a subset Z ⊂ S, and an
assignment of values xi, y, z for which p(Xi = xi, Z = z) > 0
such that

p(Y = y|Xi = xi, Z = z) 6= p(Y = y|Z = z).



Three types of features

Strongly relevant features are the Markov Blanket.
Weakly relevant features are not in MB, but have path to the target.
Irrelevant features are disconnected.



A Feature Selection Problem

Learning the entire network structure is NP-hard.

Can we learn just the LOCAL structure around the target?



Koller & Sahami, “Towards Optimal Feature Selection”

Proved some important things about forward/backward steps...

Forward selection:
Add features one-by-one. Imagine a feature Xk is judged relevant
and added at timestep t. Then, at timestep t + 1, another feature
Xj is added. Is it possible for Xk to now become irrelevant?

...Yes.

Consequence: With forward selection, features can become
‘subsumed’ by others — so we can end up with a suboptimal
feature set.
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Koller & Sahami, “Towards Optimal Feature Selection”

Proved some important things about forward/backward steps...

Backward Elimination:
Remove features one-by-one. Imagine a feature Xk is judged
irrelevant and removed at timestep t. Then at timestep t + 1,
another feature Xj is removed. Is it possible for Xk to become
relevant again?

...No.

Consequence: With backward elimination, features previously
removed cannot become relevant again. So, there are no local
optima... meaning in theory, backward elimination will provide the
globally optimal feature set.

Caveat: In practice, you need a LOT of datapoints to do this,
otherwise, it’s computationally intractable!
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So what do we know so far...?

If we could learn a Bayesian Network structure...
... the Markov Blanket is the optimal feature set.

But learning the structure is NP-hard.

Koller & Sahami proved forward selection may choose
redundant features. And most importantly, that backward
elimination is optimal.

But they also showed it is computationally intractable.

What about if we go forward, then backward?
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Iterative Association Markov Blanket algorithm

Tsamardinos & Aliferis, 2003.

Phase 1 (forward)
S = ∅
while S has changed do

Find X ∈ Ω \ S to maximise I(X;Y |S)
if I(X;Y |S) > t then

Add X to S
end if

end while

I(X;Y |S) is conditional mutual information
(can use other statistics too)

S is the current feature set.
Add features that have score over some small threshold t ≈ 0.02.



Iterative Association Markov Blanket algorithm

Tsamardinos & Aliferis, 2003.

Phase 1 (forward)
S = ∅
while S has changed do

Find X ∈ Ω \ S to maximise I(X;Y |S)
if I(X;Y |S) > t then

Add X to S
end if

end while

Phase 2 (backward)
while S has changed do

Find X ∈ S to minimise I(X;Y |S \X)
if I(X;Y |S \X) < t then

Remove X from S
end if

end while



IAMB algorithm

Forward phase : add features until no more relevant ones.

Backward phase : remove features that were ‘subsumed’ by
others during the forward phase.

Koller & Sahami (1996) showed that the MB is the feature set
S ⊂ Ω that minimizes:

∆ = DKL( p(y|S) || p(y|Ω) )

but.. this is potentially a superset of that which minimizes the
error rate:

∆′ = EXY

{
arg max

y
p(y|S) 6= arg max

y
p(y|Ω)

}
So the MB is everything we need for minimizing classification
error, plus some more.
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IAMB algorithm

Provided that...

The data can be assumed to come exactly from a Bayes Net,

AND

We have sufficient data to make independence tests valid,

THEN

IAMB will provably recover the Markov Blanket.



Results

Tested on artificial network, so ground truth known.
Results are averaged over all possible targets.

Samples Precision Recall
100 0.85 0.46
200 0.87 0.60
500 0.91 0.72

1000 0.93 0.80
2000 0.92 0.83
5000 0.92 0.86

10,000 0.92 0.83
20,000 0.94 0.92

Precision TP
TP+FP

Recall TP
TP+FN



Conclusions

Given some (quite strict) assumptions, IAMB is optimal.

In practice, it’s not.
Many variants exist, relaxing the assumptions.

So, we’ve learnt a lot about probabilistic methods.
But how does it all fit together?

Next (and final) session!
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